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WORTHING COLLEGE 
 
Security Policy and Procedures 

 
 

Mission 
To inspire, build confidence and prepare you for the life you want to live. 

 
 

Vision 
 
“We’ll believe in you” 
Whatever your background, identity or experience of learning to date, we believe in you. We will support your 
achievement and success. 

 
“We’ll take you further than you expect” 
You’ll have the opportunity to choose from the widest possible range of courses in one place and we’ll stop at 
nothing to connect you with the best university, employer, or apprenticeship for you. And if you’re already 
working, we’ll help you to keep developing and growing. 

 
“We’ll provide an inspirational environment for you” 
You’ll experience a warm welcome from our community. You’ll grow in confidence, resilience and be ready 
for progression to the next step in your life, whether that’s further study, the world of work or your own unique 
adventure.  
 

Values 
 

For us to succeed in our mission and vision, the College has shared community values which help pull us 
together to act in agreed ways as part of an inspirational community: 

 
We listen intently to the voice of those we serve and show unending commitment to continuous improvement 
and innovation. 

 
We engage fully with the needs of the local community, employers and universities so we can secure your 
achievement, success and progression.  

 
We respond quickly, so we’re always able to give you the best support, information, advice and guidance, 
just when you need it. 

 
We celebrate together the successes and diversity of our community. 

 

Purpose of this policy and procedure 
 
This sets out the College’s policy and procedure for dealing with security on the College site. 

 

Policy Statement 
 
The College seeks to ensure, as far as is reasonably practicable, the security and safety of all 
students, staff, visitors and contractors, whilst on College premises. The Premises Team is 
responsible for the effective operation of the security policy and procedures. All students, members 
of staff, visitors and contractors should assist the Premises Team to ensure the success of the policy. 
Security and personal safety is everyone’s responsibility and cannot be left solely as a matter for the 
Premises Team or Police. The College reserves the right to prosecute and/or take disciplinary action 
against any person who acts negligently, dishonestly or commits a crime against the College. 
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Introduction 
 
Worthing College has one site which is occasionally vulnerable to theft due to its open access and 
the high number of staff, students, visitors and contractors using the premises. Open access does 
carry some risks and some security measures are required to maintain the college’s reputation as a 
safe and secure environment. 

 
Security is not intended to be a hindrance to academic life but an essential ingredient for the smooth 
operation of the College. Responsibility for personal property remains with the owner of the property. 
The College takes no responsibility for such property left on the premises, including motor vehicles, 
bicycles and motorcycles or for personal belongings left in lockers or around the college 

 
Advice and information on security issues for staff and students is provided by the Premises Team 
Manager (Ext 435) 

 

Responsibilities 

 
The Governing Body is responsible for ensuring that the College has an appropriate security policy 
and procedures in place to ensure that the site is safe for all users and that these are regularly 
updated. 

 
Senior Management Team (SMT): the Senior Management Team of the College should ensure 
that support and resources are available to staff for the implementation of the security policy. 
Necessary measures to improve security in essential areas should receive priority consideration. 
Where appropriate, specific training to achieve acceptable standards of operation should be 
supported and properly resourced. 

 

Finance Director: overall development and planning of security strategy, policies and procedures. 
 

Premises, Marketing and Events Manager (PMEM): 
 

 day to day management and implementation of the security policy and procedures; 
 monitoring of the policy and procedures to ensure their continued effectiveness; 
 delivery of an efficient and effective security service; 
 risk management; 
 provision of security hardware including keys, locks, CCTV, intruder alarms etc. 
 maintain the security incident log 
 termly reports to SMT and the Health and Safety committee. 
 security risk analysis. 
 patrolling the College campus and surrounding areas, 
 crime prevention, 
 monitoring student behaviour. 
 other security duties as required. 

 
 

Caretakers: assist with the day to day operation of the security policy. See Appendix A for a more 

detailed list of the caretakers’ security responsibilities 
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Directors, CTMs and STMs have a pivotal role in promoting security. 
 

 Ensure their staff has access to and are familiar with the security policy. 
 Ensure that all members of staff and students in their department understand and 

exercise their security responsibilities, and have due regard for College property. 
 Liaise with the Premises Team on any security matter. 
 Notify the PMEM of any security risk, in order to receive advice on any additional 

security or protection and investigate any crime or incident. 
 

Staff: must respect College facilities and take responsibility for closing windows, locking doors and 
offices and securing valuable equipment like laptops, cameras. As part of these daily procedures it 
is also important that all staff switch off the following; computers (if required), monitors, smart boards 
and printers to help reduce cost and the impact on the environment. It is the responsibility of every 
staff member to be accountable for security and crime prevention and ensure they are familiar with 
and follow the procedures in the College security policy; failure to do so may result in disciplinary 
action. Staff must also co-operate with requests from the Premises Team, especially with emergency 
evacuation instructions and in relation to security procedures. 

 

Students: must respect College facilities and follow the general college policy on student behaviour 

and the specific policies for behaviour (Student Code of Conduct) everywhere on the College 
campus. They must follow security procedures designed to protect, the individual, property and 
equipment and co-operate with requests from the Premises Team. 

 

Governors: must respect College facilities and policies whilst on site and to give due consideration 
to security issues. Governors must sign in at reception on arrival and wear their ID badge at all times 
whilst on site. Governors must follow instructions from the Premises Team or from their host 
department, particularly in an emergency situation.  Reception should be informed when Governors 
are expected. 

 
Visitors: must respect College facilities and policies particularly regarding PREVENT whilst on site 
and to give due consideration to security issues. Visitors must sign in at reception on arrival and 
wear a visitor’s badge at all times whilst on site. Visitors must follow instructions from the Premises 
Team or from their host department, particularly in an emergency situation. The details of these 
procedures are printed in the reverse of the visitor badge.  Reception should be informed when 
visitors are expected. 
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Part 1- Crime Prevention 
 
1.1 Security Awareness 

 
Proactive crime prevention and security awareness will help to ensure a safe, secure 
environment, enabling work and study to continue with the minimum amount of disruption. 
Staff and students should make every effort to counter the threat of crime. 
 
Staff and students should also be aware of the lockdown process that is contained within the 
Health and Safety policy. 

 

1.1 a Procedure: Security Awareness 

 
 All suspicious activity should be reported to the Premises Team immediately by calling 

the Duty Caretaker Telephone Number: 07799 883375 
 Personal valuables should be locked away or placed out of sight or kept on the person, 

and personal property should never be left unattended. 
 Offices/classrooms should be secured upon leaving, with all windows closed, and lights 

and computer monitors switched off. 
 Laptops should be locked away in secure laptop cabinets provided. All easily removed 

equipment should be secured either by being locked away or secured by means of a 
security cable. 

 All incidents of crime on college premises, real or suspected, must be reported to the 
Premises Team. 

 

1.2 Incident Reporting 
 

It is the responsibility of all staff and students of the college to report all activity, suspected 
or real, of a criminal nature. Incident reporting is crucial to the identification of patterns of 
criminal activity. This permits investigation and recommendations to be made to prevent 
recurrence 

 

 
 

1.2a     Procedure: Incident Reporting From 1/3/17 
 

 All incidents of a security nature should be reported in the first instance to ring 678 the 
incident report line, or the PTM on extension 435 or the Duty Caretaker on extension 406 
or duty mobile 07799 883375 or via Reception on extension 400 

 All available information should be included - day, date, time, who, where and what. 
 

 

1.3 Incident Investigation 
 

All appropriate security incidents that occur on College premises will be investigated to 
prevent recurrence and aid crime prevention. 
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Part 2 Access Controls 
 
2.1 Identification Badges 

 
All staff, governors and students are issued with a college identity (ID) badge which should 
be visible on them at all times when on the college premises. These should be safeguarded 
and loss reported to reception as soon as possible. If a card is lost there will be an 
administrative charge to provide a replacement 

 

2.1 a Procedure: Identification Badges 
 

 Visitors and contractors will be issued with a visitor’s badge at point of entry. 
 These passes must be worn at all times whilst on site. 
 Visitors must sign out and return their visitors badge when leaving the site. 
 Staff, governors and students should have their ID badge visible at all times whilst on 

the college premises. 
 Students on site without a valid ID badge will be sent to reception to get a temporary ID 

Badge 
 Student can be issued with three temporary badges during the year and on the fourth 

occasion will be asked to pay for a replacement 
 Full details of the ID Badge policy and procedures are attached at Appendix C 

 
 

2.1 b No unauthorised visitors must be invited onto college premises either by staff or students, 
all visitors must sign in at reception. 

 

2.2 College Opening Times (for day time students) 

Term time 

College buildings are open as follows 
Staff Students         Nursery 

Monday to Friday 

Open 0730 0800                 0700 
Closed 1900 1630                 1800 

Saturday 
Open 

 
0800 

 
(Premises Team to be notified in advance) 

Closed 1530  
 

Students may work in the Upgrade Centre up to 17.00 during term time Monday to Friday. 
Please see note below regarding other areas of the building 

 
If students are required to work later they are directed to the Upgrade Centre, if they are 
required to work in an area other than in the library or Upgrade Centre this must be notified 
to the Premises Team. 

 
Access for evening class staff and students will vary and arrangements will be notified to 
the Premises Team via the information database. 

 
Access to some areas may be restricted due to maintenance or cleaning works 

Other buildings are generally closed after teaching, times of which can vary. 

If members of staff wish to stay later than 7pm they must inform the Premises Team 
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Holidays 
 

Monday to Friday College buildings are generally open at 07.30 however access to areas 
may be restricted due to maintenance or cleaning works. College closing times during the 
holidays is generally 6pm.  Please inform the Premises Team if you need to stay later 

 
All staff (with the exception of the nursery) students and governors must sign in and out at 
reception during the holidays 

 

Students are not permitted in the building during holiday periods unless supervised by a 
member of staff or accessing the library. If a student needs access to a teaching room, to 
collect course work, during the holidays they must seek permission from a member of 
teaching staff in advance who will inform the PMEM that permission has been granted. 

 
Permission for students to work unsupervised during the holidays must be given by a 
member of SMT and the PMEM notified. Students working unsupervised must be made 
aware of health and safety risks e.g. what to do in case of fire or personal injury. A risk 
assessment may be required to be carried out by the relevant member of staff. 

 

Sundays: Unless opening is specifically arranged for an event, College buildings are closed 
for general use at weekends. Special requests for access may be granted, if a member of 
the Premises Team is on site but must be agreed in advance with the Premises Team 
Manager. 

 
 

2.3 b Security Alarms 
 

The College building and other buildings have intruder alarm systems. These operate at all 
times outside of normal working hours. The Premises Team are responsible for setting the 
alarms at the end of the day. All alarms are connected to a monitoring service, which calls 
key holders if alarms are activated out of hours. 
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Part 3 Asset Protection 
 
3.1 Protection-equipment 

 
The safekeeping of all college property will help to ensure that the maximum amount of 
equipment is available for use at all times. Students and staff must make all possible effort 
to ensure that the college equipment is protected from the possibility of theft. 

 

3.1 a Procedure: protection of equipment 
 

 All audio visual equipment should be secured by approved means or locked away 
when not in use. When new equipment is purchased appropriate security equipment 
should be included as part of the purchase for the Premises Team to install.  The 
finance team will check this is undertaken 

 All portable IT equipment such as laptops must be locked away in the secure 
cabinets provided when not in use. 

 All IT equipment should be password protected and switched off when not in use 
 A ‘Security Check’ may be conducted by the Premises Team at any time, with a 

report or recommendations to improve security made to the relevant Manager. 
 

3.2 Protection-stationery 
 

Preprinted headed paper and other stationery displaying the College logo, staff names, 
telephone numbers etc., must be treated carefully to avoid fraudulent use. 

 

3.2 a Procedure: protection of stationery 
 

 Headed paper, order forms, compliment slips etc. should be locked away when not 
required. 

 Old or unwanted headed paper etc should be disposed of by shredding. 
 All documents containing sensitive information, data or financial information must be 

disposed of by shredding or by using a confidential waste service. Please contact the 
Premises Team for assistance with confidential waste. 

 

3.3 Keys and Key Pad Locks 
 

 Where key pad locks are used. The codes for the locks must not be given to students or 
displayed publicly. 

 Key pad codes will be changed regularly by the Premises Team and immediately after 
any security breach 

 The issues of keys will be limited and only be sanctioned following approval by 
appropriate senior members of staff 

 A key register is kept by the Premises Team. All keys must be signed for when issued. 
If keys are lost the cost of replacement will be recharged to the appropriate department. 

 Managers must ensure that keys are returned when members of staff leave or incur a 
charge against the relevant department budget. 
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Part 4 Security and the Individual 
 
4.1 Security in your area 

 
It is the responsibility of all staff to be aware of, and familiar with, all procedures that ensure 
a safe and secure environment for personnel, equipment and documentation in their areas. 

 

4.1 a Procedure: Security in your area 

General Awareness 

 To contact the caretakers in an emergency please call 07799 883375 between the 

hours of 0700 and 21.00 
 Any suspicious behaviour should be reported by telephone to Premise Team Manager 

on extension 435 or the Premises Team on extension 406 or via the Reception on 400 
 
4.1 b At the end of the working day, staff are responsible for ensuring the following is    

carried out in their area; 
 

 Valuables and confidential documents are locked away, and the following 
locked with keys secured in key cabinets or taken home- 

o Internal office doors 
o Stationery cupboards 
o Filing cabinets 

o Desk drawers 
 

 All electrical appliances are switched off, particularly computers, monitors,  
white boards and printers 

 Doors and windows are closed and locked as appropriate. 
 Lights turned off. 

 

4.2 Personal Security 
 

Whilst it is the responsibility of the Premises Team to provide a safe and secure environment, 
it is the responsibility of all students and staff on College premises to take reasonable 
measures to ensure their own personal security. Students and staff should make themselves 
aware of their surroundings and of other people when walking around college. Try to avoid 
poorly lit or isolated areas and where possible, walk with other members of staff or students. 

 

4.3 Lone Working 
 

Where a member of staff is working alone outside of normal working hours please inform a 
member of the Premises Team and a colleague who may be working locally to you, if 
possible. Be aware of the emergency contact numbers and how to secure external access 
to the building to prevent unauthorised access if appropriate to your location. 

 
Staff should refer to the Lone Working procedures and guidelines on the Health and Safety 
office in the staff intranet 
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4.4 Suspicious Behaviour 
 

If suspicious or criminal activity is noticed, notify Premises Team (extension 406 or duty 
caretakers mobile 07799 883375) or reception (extension 400). Then if you feel able, 
question the individual(s) in a friendly and positive manner. For example: “Can I help you 
……….”, “Do you need assistance………” 
If individuals become argumentative and/or aggressive, staff should call for assistance to 
deal with the situation. 
The Caretakers will be directed to respond to the area as a matter of urgency, and if 
appropriate, ensure the Police are contacted. 

 
 

4.5 Threatening or Abusive Behaviour 
 

It is important to stay calm, avoid raising your voice and aggressive body language such as 
finger pointing. Call for assistance from colleagues and/or the Premises Team. 
 
There is further guidance within the Harassment Policy. 

 

4.6 Drugs and Illegal Substances 
 

All suspicions of handling or using of controlled or illegal substances should be reported to a 
manager who should follow the guidelines in the ‘Misuse of alcohol, drugs and other mood 
altering chemicals’ policy 

 
4.7 Screening, Searching and Confiscation of prohibited items 

 
A member of staff can carry out a search and seize anything they have reasonable grounds 
for suspecting is a prohibited item or is evidence in relation to an offence. For more details 
on the procedures please refer to the appendix attached to this policy: 

 

Screening, searching and confiscation: Advice for Principals and staff of Further 
Education Colleges, Sixth Form Colleges and 16-19 academies 

 

Please note that training will be given to appropriate staff and all staff and students made 
aware of this guidance at the start of the Autumn Term 

 

4.8 Guidelines for handling spontaneous acts of aggression 
 

For details on College procedures relating to the above please refer to the current 
Health and Safety Policy. 
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Part 5 Vehicle Parking 
 

The College takes no responsibility for theft or damage to vehicles left on the College 
premises including motor vehicles, bicycles and motorcycles. 

. 
 

5.1 Car Parking 
 

Car parking is provided on the college site. The parking spaces are for the use of all College 
users. There is a dedicated car parking area for Blue Badge Holders and for parents of 
nursery children who are dropping off and collecting their children throughout the day. 

 

5.2 Parking 
 

 Parking on site is strictly on a first come, first served basis. 
 All staff and students must register their vehicle with reception and a valid parking 

permit displayed at all times whilst on site. 
 The gate to the car park may be locked from 8pm, apart from college functions staff 

and students wishing to work later than this who are parked in the car park must inform 
the Premises Team 

 If staff or students wishes to leave their car in the car park overnight they must inform 
the Premises Team. 

 If a vehicle continues to park in an unauthorised area or fails to display a College 
parking permit, warning notices will be put on the vehicle by the Premises Team. 

 Staff and students must comply with a request to remove their vehicle from an 
unauthorised area 

 

5.3 Visitor Parking 
 

Any department or member of staff wishing to reserve a parking space for a visitor must use 
the reception booking system. This information is made available to the Premises Team who 
will arrange for the space to be reserved. There are a quantity of parking spaces allocated 
for visitors and these need to be reserved in the normal way via reception. Staff and students 
may use these spaces if they are not reserved for visitors 

 

5.4 Disabled Parking 
 

Registered disabled persons may use the designated parking spaces within the college car 
park. Blue badges must be displayed whilst using these parking bays. 

 

5.5 Motorcycle/Cycle Parking 
 

Parking areas are available for motorcycles and cycles for both students and staff. Users are 
advised to ensure the security of their bikes by the use of strong chains and/or clamps, which 
fix the front wheel to the rear and then to the rack. It is also recommended that all bicycles 
are insured and security engraved with the owner’s postcode. Signs to remind staff and 
students to lock their cycles are displayed in the cycle areas. 

 
Staff and students must register their motorcycles, scooters and mopeds with reception to 
receive a parking permit which should always be displayed when parking on site. 

 
Bikes must only be left secured in the designated bike rack areas. If bikes are left in any 
other area they will be removed by the Premises team. 
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Part 6 Use of Closed Circuit Television (CCTV) 
 
6.1 Reasons for Use 

 
The use of Closed Circuit Television (CCTV) has been recognised as a powerful tool in the 
fight against crime, both in its prevention and detection. The College uses a CCTV system 
around the site covering many of the entrances, car parks and public access areas. It is 
installed internally and externally, with the objective of helping to provide a safe and 
comfortable environment by; 

 
 Reducing the fear of crime and offer public reassurance 
 Assisting in the prevention of crime and public disorder 
 Assisting in the apprehension and prosecution of offenders 
 Monitoring and dealing with any public safety issues 

 
To comply with the Data Protection Act (DPA) signs are displayed around the college 
premises informing anyone entering the premises that CCTV with recording is in use. 

 

CCTV Operating Procedures 
 

These have been drawn up to ensure that concerns over integrity, confidentially and ethics 
are not compromised. It is intended that the information obtained from CCTV will give public 
confidence, that the rights of individuals are being fully protected and the requirements of 
DPA are complied with. 

 
Access to the CCTV system is strictly controlled and is limited to the Premises team and 
SMT when necessary. The Premises team have been instructed not to allow access or 
respond to requests to view CCTV recordings unless permission is given by a member of 
SMT or the Premises Team Manager and provisions of the DPA apply. 

 
For further information on the College CCTV Procedures see Appendix B 

 
 

6.2 Recorded Images 
 

Images and/or still photographs from CCTV may be used after an event by the college 
Premises team to assist in the identification and detection of offenders. They must not be 
placed in areas viewable by the public or be otherwise distributed. Images and/or 
photographs may be supplied to the Police for crime incidents on the basis of a formal 
request. 

 
 

6.3 Covert CCTV 
 

This will not generally be used within the college but may be used in exceptional 
circumstances to assist in the detection of crime. Before use, permission to use any covert 
CCTV will be obtained from the SMT and will be sited only for a time specific and necessary 
for the operation. 
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Part 7 Other relevant Policies and Procedures 
 

 Data Protection 
 IT Security 
 Student Code of Conduct 
 Screening, searching and confiscation :Advice for principals and staff of further 

education colleges, sixth form colleges and 16-19 academies power for members of 
staff to search students 

 Health and Safety 
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Appendix A 
 

CARETAKERS DUTIES 
 

Caretakers will be responsible for ensuring: 
 

1. All doors and windows are shut and secure at the end of the working day. 
 

2. The buildings intruder alarm system is set at the end of the working day 
 

3. All staff, students and visitors have left the building before securing it 
 

4. No items of equipment are left outside overnight. Particular attention must be given to 
equipment enabling access to buildings, e.g. ladders, tables etc. 

 
Caretaker will: 

 
5. Make an external visual inspection of the buildings before leaving. 

 

6. Notify PMEM or a member of SMT If unable to secure the building 

 
7. Not inform unauthorised persons of the establishment’s security arrangements. 

 
8. Report defects in external lighting to the PMEM and ensure that appropriate remedial 

action taken. 
 

9. Always carry the duty mobile phone when working late or alone. 
 

10. When working alone inside a building, ensure that the building is secure but also that you 
are able to make an exit in an emergency. 

 

11. When working alone, ensure that another interested party is aware that you are on the 
premises. 

 
12. Not allow unauthorised persons to enter the building when the building is not in normal use. 

 
13. Ask for proof of identity from anyone requiring access to the premises who you do not  

know or who does not normally have access or use of the premises. 
 

14. Not issue keys to unauthorised persons. 
 

15. Always wear a College ID badge 
 

16. Report the loss of any key immediately. 
 

17. Report any suspicious and unusual, circumstances or missing items immediately to PTM. 
 

18. If a building appears to have been unlawfully entered 
 

a. Notify the police immediately 
b. Notify PMEM or a member of SMT 
c. Do not enter the building until assistance has arrived. 
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d. Where possible make an external tour to observe the premises. 
e. NOT subject yourself to any personal risk of danger. 

 
19. Be aware of their role in dealing with difficult and challenging behaviour: 

 
a. Remain calm, polite and confident 
b. Never display signs of aggression or lose your temper 
c. Walk away if the situation is getting out of control and report to a member of Senior 

Management 
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Appendix B 
 
 

CCTV Operating Procedures 
 

1.   Operational Procedures for Worthing College CCTV System 
 

There is a close circuit television system (CCTV) in use in Worthing College, the cameras installed 
transmit their pictures to the Premises Team office and the reception where they can be viewed on 
a ‘real time’ basis and are also recorded on a DVD system for archive purposes, and for replay in 
the event of an incident. 

 
The object of the system is: - 

 
1. To create a safer working environment for staff and students in the College 
2. To protect property, belonging to the College, Student and Staff. 

 
The CCTV system will be used solely for the purpose of security surveillance and, when necessary, 
the provision of evidence in support of any enquiry or prosecution that is associated with criminal 
activity committed on College property, or the misuse of College rooms or equipment. 

 

Cameras must not be used to infringe an individual’s right to privacy. 
 
Operation of the CCTV controls is restricted to members of the Premises Team or other persons 
authorised by a member of SMT 

 

The CCTV will be operated in accordance with the attached data protection principles 
 

2. Control of the CCTV 
 

2.1 The CCTV is operated in accordance with the Information Commissioner’s Office 
Data Protection CCTV Code of Practice revised in July 2008 to help CCTV 
operators comply with the Data Protection Act 1998 and follow good practice 
(see Note) 

2.2 FD is legally responsible for the scheme 
2.3 The scheme is lodged with the Data Protection Commissioner 
2.4 The PTM will monitor compliance with the scheme 

 

3. Siting of the Cameras 
 

3.1 The equipment should only monitor the intended spaces 
3.2 Where domestic premises border the intended space the operators must be 

trained to recognise the privacy implications 
3.3 Operators must be aware of the purpose of the scheme 
3.4 Operators can only use the equipment for the purpose of the scheme 
3.5 Signs must be displayed so that the public are aware they are entering a zone 

covered by the surveillance equipment 
3.6 Signs must be clearly visible and legible 
3.7 Signs must state who to contact regarding the scheme 
3.8 Information must only be used for the prevention or detection of criminal activity 

or the apprehension and prosecution of offenders and no other purpose 
3.9 Sound facility should not record members of the public’s conversations 
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4. Quality of the images 
 

4.1 When installed the equipment should be checked to ensure that it performs 
correctly 

4.2 The medium on which the images are recorded should be cleared to prevent 
recording on top of previous images 

4.3 If the system records location of camera, date, time etc. these must be accurate 
4.4 Consideration must be given to the physical conditions in which the cameras 

are located 
4.5 Cameras should be properly maintained and serviced 
4.6 A maintenance log should be kept 
4.7 Cameras should be protected from vandalism 
4.8 If a camera is damaged the PTM will be responsible for ensuring that it is fixed 

as soon as possible 
 

5. Processing the images 
 

5.1 Images should not be retained for longer than necessary for the purpose of the 
system.  The normal period that images are stored is 14 days. 

5.2 Once the retention period has expired images must be removed and erased 
5.3 If images are for evidential purposes they should be kept in a secure place 
5.4 Access to images must be restricted to designated staff 
5.5 Viewing of recorded images must only take place in a restricted area 
5.6 All operators and employees to be informed of the procedures for accessing the 

recorded images 
5.7 All operators must be trained in their responsibilities so they are aware of the 

user’s security and disclosure policies and the rights of the individual 
 

6. Access to and the disclosure of images to third parties 
 

6.1 Access to images should be restricted to only those who need access to fulfill 
the purpose of the system 

6.2 In certain circumstances individuals may request to see images of themselves 
captured on CCTV. Further details on how to pursue this can be obtained from 
the PTM. 

6.3 Disclosure should be made in limited and prescribed circumstances 
6.4 All requests should be documented showing 

 
6.4.1 date and time of access or disclosure, 
6.4.2 identification of the third party to whom disclosure is allowed 
6.4.3 the reason for allowing access or disclosure 
6.4.4 the information provided 

 
6.5 Reasons for denial should also be recorded 
6.6 Recorded images must not be made widely available unless agreed by SMT 

and the reason must be documented 
6.7 If images are disclosed to the media the images of individuals will need to be 

disguised to avoid identification 
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Appendix C 
 

ID Badge Policy and Procedures 

Policy 

The college policy is for all staff, governors and students to visibly have an ID badge whilst they 
are on the college site.  The policy is in place to ensure that the college is a safe and secure site 
for all. 

 

Procedure 
 

1. If a student does not have an ID badge they will be sent to the Stationery Shop or Reception 
to collect a temporary badge which will be valid for one day. 

 
2. The issuer of a temporary ID badge will confirm student details and will issue a temporary ID 

badge and lanyard with the date and name of the student which will be valid for one day. 
There will be no picture on the badge 

 

3. The name of the student and the date the badge was issued will be recorded. The issuer will 
remind a student about the policy when issuing the replacement badge. 

 
4. A student can be issued with three temporary badges during the year. 

 

5. On the fourth occasion the student will be asked to pay for a replacement badge.  
6. The replacement will cost £5 and whilst this cost can be deducted from the deposit this should 

only be as a last resort, and must be checked with finance first. 
 
 

Checking ID Badges 
 

1. This remains the responsibility of all college staff and we will check regularly in communal 
areas. 

2. SMT will instigate termly ID badge checks 
3. Students will be required to show their badges when using any college services. 
4. During special security weeks a range of issues will be highlighted including safety of 

possessions, personal safety and ID badges. 
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APPENDIX D 
 

Screening, searching and confiscation: Advice for Principals and staff of 
Further Education Colleges, Sixth Form Colleges and 16-19 academies  


